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WHAT WE LOVE
•  The Mandina guides, whose extensive knowledge of the forest 

and its wildlife will keep you captivated and informed throughout 
your stay. Please note that it’s normal practice to tip your guide.

•  The magical and serene atmosphere that is both enchanting 
and unforgettable. 

GOOD TO KNOW
•  All lodges, except the Mangrove Lodge, have open-air 

showers, while the Floating Lodges have specially designed, 
non-flushing toilets – neither of these features detract from 
the overall high standard of accommodation.

Jungle Lodge

Stilted Lodge
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DISTANCE TO BEACH: N/A 
NUMBER OF LODGES: 9 

TRANSFERS: 40 MINUTES 
BOARD BASIS: HALF BOARDRELAXING  |  BIRDWATCHING  |  GUIDES

Mandina Lodges
MAKASUTU FOREST, THE GAMBIA

Hidden away in the African bush on a 
mangrove-lined tributary of the River Gambia,  
a stay at Mandina Lodges is a more peaceful, 
tranquil and unique experience than you 
could ever imagine. Located in the heart of 
Makasutu Forest, guests here are able to 
disconnect from everyday life and instead 
connect with the surrounding nature, including  
monkeys, baboons and reptiles, as well as a 
vast array of birdlife.

Comprising of nine beautifully designed lodges 
built both on and off the river, the setting of this 
accommodation encapsulates an unrelenting 
sense of tranquillity, relaxation and escape. 
Beyond the breathtaking accommodation and 
inviting free-form pool, you’ll also experience 
a personal and friendly service along with 
freshly prepared meals during your stay at 
Mandina, as well as a great range of intriguing 
and rewarding activities. Head off exploring 

the local area with one of Mandina’s guides 
who will accompany you on the likes of an 
educational forest walk or a relaxing river trip, 
and don’t forget to keep an eye out for the 
diverse wildlife waiting to be discovered.

HOTEL FACILITIES 
• Large feature pool 
• Sun terraces with day beds 
• Bar and al fresco dining areas 
• Canoes 
• Forest guides 
• Local excursions (payable locally) 
• No credit card facilities

ROOM FACILITIES 
Four-poster bed with mosquito net, fan, tea & 
coffee delivery service, (no energy-sapping  
air-conditioning, fridge or minibar)

POPULAR ROOM CHOICES 
•  Mangrove Lodge – thatched lodge with indoor 

bathroom and large sun terrace overlooking the 
mangroves.

•  Jungle Lodge – very spacious with own private 
roof terrace (twins now available on request).

•  Floating Lodge – single-storey platform jutting into 
the river with al fresco bathroom.

•  Stilted Lodge – impressive stilted lodge built above 
the water, unique outside bathroom, open-air 
lounge area and second-storey dayroom.
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3 NIGHT ADD-ON FROM

PER PERSON

£325
7 NIGHTS FROM

PER PERSON

£1245
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LUXURY UNIQUE

If you desire a pleasurable holiday in a unique and idyllic setting, which gives back to the local 
community and protects habitats from damaging development, Mandina is the place to stay!

OUR GUEST’S OPINION…

Mr Garvie



10 OF THE BEST THINGS ABOUT A STAY AT MANDINA, 
ACCORDING TO OUR GUESTS…



1. THE GUIDES 
The service provided by the guides at Mandina is second to 
none. Guides are available to take guests on forest walks, 
canoe trips and out and about for full days, as well as visits to 
local villages, markets and schools. 

2. THE WILDLIFE 
Makasutu is home to many wild animals, such as monkeys, 
crocodiles, mongoose, monitor lizards and, of course, a 
large troop of baboons. Hundreds of species of birds live in 
the forest and as the season progresses and water becomes 
scarce, you can see bee-eaters, kingfishers, swallows and 
weaver birds splashing into the pools to cool off.

3. THE TRANQUILLITY 
With just nine lodges, some in the forest and others  
on the river, guests can be sure of privacy and peace.  
There’s no Wi-Fi and mobile phone coverage is erratic,  
so there’s nothing to disturb or hide the sounds of nature.

4. THE STAFF 
Other than Linda and Lawrence, the majority of staff come 
from the local villages and the informality of Mandina means 
that they treat the guests as friends, going out of their way  
to provide the best service they can. Guests will generally 
have the same waiter, housekeeper and guide throughout 
their stay.

5. THE LOCATION 
On the edge of a mangrove-lined creek, guests can watch the 
fishermen go by in their canoes, see the ladies collecting oysters 
and crabs, take river trips, walk in the forest or just chill out by 
the magnificent pool.

6. SAFETY  
Some people may be put off coming to Mandina by the fact 
that it’s relatively remote and in the middle of a forest. In fact, 
this works in its favour and guests are probably safer here than 
they would be at home!  

7. THE LODGES 
The truly remarkable design of the lodges at Mandina is not what 
you would expect to find in the middle of the forest. Whether you 
stay in a Floating, Stilted, Jungle or Mangrove Lodge, each provides 
a sense of barefoot luxury. 

8. LOCAL EXCURSION POSSIBILITIES 
Why not wander down to the new Gambia Horse and Donkey 
Trust centre – a charitable hospital for rehabilitating working equines? 
Alternatively, visit the local villages forming part of the Wide Open 
Walls Project with your guide to see street art in the most unlikely 
location. Other half or day trips with driver and guide are available such 
as Brikama market for an additional charge.

9. THE SUNSET CRUISE 
All guests have the opportunity to embark on a sunset cruise in a small 
motor boat, which takes them out to the mouth of the big river, and on 
the way back stops at a tiny mangrove island to watch hundreds of birds 
come in to roost for the night, providing an extraordinary spectacle.  
The Sunset Cruise costs approximately £75 per couple for residents of Mandina, 
including a bottle of wine, and lasts about three hours.

10. FISHING OPPORTUNITIES 
Bring your own rods and you can fish from your floating lodge with great success, 
and if it’s big enough, the chef will cook your catch for you. You can also hire the 
small motor boat for creek fishing (canoe hire also available, payable locally).
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© Simon Galloway

" I’m no bird enthusiast, but the beauty of a bright-blue kingfisher 

dive-bombing into the river to catch a fish is undeniable." 

Victoria Bischoff – Daily Mail




